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Nathan Cassidy: The Man in the Arena
Malcolm Hardee Award nominee and Best Show Winner at the Buxton Fringe 2014 (and
nominee 2015/2016) Nathan Cassidy explores bravery in a volatile world.
As Obama said after Trump’s victory, "We lick our wounds, we brush ourselves off, we get
back in the arena." Get back in the arena with Nathan Cassidy!
Do one thing every day that scares you - Cassidy at his brave and honest best. No gimmicks, no
fucking about, no prisoners.
Are any of us brave? What does bravery look like? Nathan's most challenging show to date - he'll
show you what's he's no good at, what scares him, and he'll ask you to be brave. The world is
screwed, and the way to fight back is not through division and criticism but through bravery!
As Theodore Roosevelt said: ‘It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the
strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have done better. The credit belongs to the
man who is actually in the arena.’
"A great comedian…his rapport with the audience is instant and constant. Nathan Cassidy seems
like becoming a firm favourite” ★★★★ Broadway Baby
'The audience loved it... inspired me to liken the comedian to one of the greats.' ★★★★ Mumble
Comedy - Edinburgh 2016
'Turns a show into an event’ Steve Bennett, Chortle - Edinburgh 2016
'The entire second row is pissed...and there are only two rows' Steve Bennett, Chortle
“Astonishing, tear-inducing” Jay Richardson, Fest
“Cassidy has a real commitment to making intelligent shows about fun ideas” Fringe Guru
Brighton Fringe
Caroline of Brunswick, Ditchling Rd
Fri 2nd, Sat 3rd and Sun 4th June 2017 8.45pm (60mins)
Tickets FREE (pay what you like on way out)
www.nathancassidy.com/arena for more info on this show, images and clips
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Poppy Hillstead @ The Rat Pack Productions Ltd @_theratpack mail@theratpack.co.uk
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www.nathancassidy.com/press for high res images

